
Good preparation is the be-all and end-all so that you can score points at the career fair. In addition to the right choice
of clothing, this also includes a prepared questionnaire for discussions with companies or good time management.

Our top 5 for your perfect trade fair visit

planning

Find out in advance and get an overview of the exhibiting companies before you enter the careers fair. In this way you
can inform yourself in advance about a company that is particularly interesting for you.

motivation

Why exactly do you want to attend a career event and what do you want to achieve? You should ask yourself these
and many other questions in advance. Be aware of your motivation and how you affect others thanks to it. Get actively
involved in the conversation and ask the questions that show that you are genuinely interested in the company.

outfit

Above all, clothing is one thing and that is individual - just like you. So be yourself and wear what you feel comfortable
in and what best expresses what you expect from the careers fair. If possible, your outfit should be business-casual
and by no means stuffy. Keep in mind that you may already be confronting your future colleagues or that the recruiter
may also be present at the job interview. Always remember, you never get a second chance to make a first
impression.

breaks

Wait, breaks? Yes, you read that right.

A day between seminars, lectures and your visit to the company contact fair can be quite exhausting. So, take a little
time in between to weigh your priorities. Which companies appeal to you the most? What companies are you
interested in outside of your area of interest? By gaining a little distance, you can decide which company you would
like to talk to or which presentation has particular added value for you.

Red thread

Be aware in advance which questions and topics you would like to discuss with the recruiter on site. These can be
topics such as remuneration, area of responsibility and location. The more structured, the more relevant the questions
for the recruiter.

http://www.ovgu.de
https://eveeno.com/firmenkontaktmesse2023
https://www.firmenkontaktmesse.ovgu.de/firmenkontaktmesse_media/Downloads/Aufplanung_2022.pdf
https://ovgu.jobteaser.com/de/users/sign_in?back_to_after_login=%2F
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